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Events over the last several months have caused a profound change 
in the way many of us view the workplace. Home as a sanctuary has 
assumed a new meaning, including the ability to effectively engage 
in business.

At Sligh, it has always been our belief that design and decor play 
critical roles in how we react to our environment – both physically 
and emotionally. We firmly believe that there is an art to creating 
spaces that inspire, enable and encourage our best work.  

While some have a dedicated room as a home office, many of us 
choose to create a work space within another room, including 
bedrooms, living rooms, dining rooms and even hallways. In 
the following pages, we offer interior design options for both. 
Sometimes an intimate space can prove to be the most productive. 

With over three-quarters of Americans working at home during 
the pandemic, it appears that this trend will continue in a significant 
way, creating new opportunities within the home furnishings 
category. We invite you to explore the remarkable range of styles 
and options in our assortment, with the goal of creating an 
inspiring work space that is uniquely yours.
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Timeless Regency styling is reflected in graceful lines 

and scalloped detailing, crafted in white oak with a fresh 

linen-white finish. Classic pendant hardware features a 

brushed nickel finish. The Ramsey mobile file chest adds 

great flexibility to the room arrangement.

Caledonia curved desk: 60 x 31

Birkdale file chest: 48 x 23

Roslyn writing desk: 60 x 30

Ramsey mobile file chest: 18 x 22 x 24H



The soft pearl gray coloration on walnut veneers offers

a sophisticated contemporary look, with brushed nickel

accents and hardware. Touch lighting in the file cabinet deck 

adds warmth to the room and highlights décor on the glass 

shelves for a look that hardly appears to be a work space.

Dylan demilune desk: 62 x 31

Octavia file chest: 48 x 23 x 35H

Octavia deck: 48 x 14 x 54H



Natural light and a view of nature are welcome attributes in a 

work space. Note how the petite writing desk offers an intimate 

and stylish, yet functional work surface with convenient storage. 

The Octavia file chest, with its decorative drawer fronts, looks 

more like a residential hall chest than a locking file cabinet.

Chloe writing desk: 54 x 28

Octavia file chest: 48 x 23 x 35H



Above, the LaCosta writing desk features a polished stainless base, 

mahogany file and drawer unit, and an exotic Trembesi live-edge 

top for a great contemporary look. The Rosewood desk on the 

opposite page offers a polished stainless base and black leather 

top with Rosewood border and storage drawers beneath.

LaCosta desk: 68 x 36

Rosewood desk: 58 x 28



A fusion of contemporary and industrial design, 

Cross Effect features a rich mocha finish with 

striking metal bases in bronze-finished silver leaf. 

Note how the designs are appropriately scaled for 

narrow spaces like nooks and hallways, yet boast 

ample work surfaces and areas for storage.

Intersect writing desk: 60 x 27 (opposite page)

Gateway flip-top desk: 72 x 20 (40” with top open)

Kinetic console: 60 x 16



Blending vintage design elements with transitional lines, silhouettes offer a fresh take on the 

familiar in a weathered gray driftwood finish and antique pewter hardware. The styling, craftsmanship 

and custom finish will cause you to easily forget that they are highly functional office designs.

Wyatt desk: 64 x 32      Johnson file chest 46 x 22 x 31H     Johnson file deck 45 x 15 x 57H



Defined by the dramatic grain patterns and rich tones of Zebrano veneers,

these designs capture the essence of classic contemporary styling, looking right 

at home in the most refined and sophisticated interiors. The unique design of

the Paragon angled desk on the opposite page is an absolute show-stopper.

Athena writing desk: 56 x 28

Paragon angled desk: 74 x 32

Odyssey file chest: 47 x 22 x 32H

Odyssey file deck: 46 x 14 x 56H



Crafted from walnut with

hand-applied gold leaf accents,

the classic contemporary designs

of Bel Aire blend with the most

elegant interiors. The dramatic

Greek Key design on the Brentwood 

desk makes a striking design

statement. The Melrose desk to the 

right has a gold leaf top under glass.

Brentwood Greek Key desk: 66 x 28

Melrose writing desk: 60 x 30

Beverly Palms file chest: 44 x 21 x 32H



Featuring clean architectural lines in a 

light sienna finish, designs in Longboat Key 

are perfect for casual contemporary work 

spaces. The Harborview desk on this page 

offers an ideal option for smaller areas, and 

is shown here in a hallway. The Lido Shores 

desk on the opposite page offers a striking 

look for larger spaces.

Harborview desk: 46 x 27

Lido Shores desk: 60 x 31

Bay Shore file chest: 35 x 23 x 30H



For a sophisticated take on British West 

Indies styling, designs feature Caribbean 

influences like woven cane, crushed 

bamboo and leather-wrapped rattan in a 

rich tobacco brown finish. The Marianna 

writing desk offers beautiful detailing 

and works in smaller spaces with a great 

design aesthetic.

Marianna writing desk: 54 x 28

Laguna Beach file cabinet: 48 x 23 x 35H



Designs feature distinctive overlay moldings and 

custom hardware in an antique bronze finish. Pieces 

are crafted from white oak and wire-brushed to 

accentuate the grain pattern, and finished in a dark 

walnut coloration. These designs offer a heavier 

scale for those looking for a more masculine look.

Cambridge writing desk: 61 x 31 

Durango file chest: 50 x 24 x 34H



Traditional design remains the most popular style category, and Richmond Hill 

offers classic styling elements like fluted posts, elegant tapered legs and inverted 

breakfronts designs. Pieces are crafted in cherry veneers with a rich umber finish 

and gentle burnishing in the corners for a great look in any work space.

Wesley desk: 66 x 30

Lanier file chest: 47 x 22 x 32H
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